
upcycled gameday wreaths 

Make Family Gameday more fun by decorating with a  
Game Piece Wreath!  

Decorate your Door, your Game Room,  
or use to decorate for a Board Game Party or Poker Night. 

First we will start by 
making your wreath base 

with supplies you probably 
have around the house. 

supplies you need 
Bowls 

Cardboard 
Scissors 

Ribbon or String 
Pen 

Hole Punch (optional) 



instructions 

1. Place bowls upside down on cardboard and trace circle. 

2. Cut our circle using the trace as place to cut or measure an  
    inch out and cut around to make a larger wreath. 

3. Mark a spot to start your center cut. Carefully insert scissor end  
    into mark and then begin to cut out center circle, so you end up  
    with a ring. 

4. Use hole punch (or scissors) to make 2 holes to put ribbon in, 
    so you can hang your wreath. If you don’t have a hole punch  
    you can carefully push a pencil through to make holes. 



        5. Weave the ribbon through the holes, leaving the ends    
            untied, so you can adjust the size of the hanger later. 
 



decorating your wreath 

monopoly party wreath 

For this wreath I used monopoly money, community chest cards, 
dice, houses, and hotels. There are multiples of all these items  
in the game box, so the game can still be used after I make this 
wreath!  

I also used Elmers white glue to glue attach the money and cards 
to the base, but I love the strong hold E6000 (best craft glue ever) 
has for the heavier parts. Strong glues like this should only be 

handled by adults.  

1. Spread glue on wreath 
    base.  

2. Place Monopoly Money on 
    base covering cardboard. 



3. Add glue to the backs of community chest cards, hotels, and  
    houses, and dice - distribute evenly for a well rounded wreath.   

 
poker night wreath 

Like the Monopoly Wreath, cover the base 
with glue, then layer your flat paper game 
item (this one I used playing cards) on the 
base covering most of the cardboard. 

I added some poker chips to cover 
the rest of the cardboard using the 
E6000 Glue, but white glue will 
work as well. 



graduation wreath 

I had this vintage game that didn’t have all the pieces when I 
opened it, so now it is going to be graduation wreath! Its pieces 
include money, college cards, 
Opportunity Knocks cards, 
Experience Cards, a few 
Career Avenue choices, dice, 
and tokens. 

This is the end result! 



froggy birthday wreath 
 

In case you don’t have extra game pieces or cards at home, you 
can still make a fun wreath with just about anything! 

For this wreath I used some plastic toys, 
polished stones, glue, a homemade birthday 
note (or you could upcycle a greeting card 
and use that). I also used green marker to 
make the background 
seem grassier.


